Ostia, 400 athletes defy the heat of the Italian
beach tennis championships
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Hundreds of athletes have, since July 30, begun to pile up the fields put in on the promenade
of Lutazio Catulo in Ostia. In truth, that is the venue for the 2022 “Youth and More” Beach
Tennis Championships.

Beach tennis in Ostia
The sporting occasion has landed on the seashores of the capital, inside the institutions
Pinetina Sport Village and L’Hibiscus Beach the place there are scheduled males’s doubles,
ladies’s doubles, combined doubles, males’s and girls’s singles. In whole, 29 nationwide titles
have been contested, 20 for the youth classes (sub 12-14-16-18) and 9 Over (40-45-50-55-60).
The occasion, organized by the Italian Tennis Federation, is organized by the ASD Amici dello
Sport of President Francesco Cascarini and was offered in the constructing of the authorities of
the municipality X ,. “This is a prestigious initiative, which honors the territory and people who
have organized it,” mentioned Mayor Mario Falconi, throughout a really busy press convention,
which was additionally attended by Councilor Alessandro Onorato of whom he has pressured
the potential. of sport, “an vital automobile for tourism on this metropolis.” And even this
occasion, which has the registration of quite a few athletes from Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany and
Sardinia, can play its position.

An appointment to repeat
“When this risk arose, we instantly wished to take benefit of it,” mentioned Councilor for
Tourism and Productive Activities Antonio Caliendo. “For us this occasion represents an vital
second and we hope that it may be repeated in the future, as a result of we’re satisfied that our
territory can host occasions of this sort “, added the commissioner, who additionally
emphasised the significance of the Ostia sports activities district for the relaunch, additionally
at a vacationer degree, of the metropolis.

Sponsorships and fundraising
Another of the flagships of the Italian beach tennis championships for younger individuals and
extra can be the presence, as official speaker of Francesco Pasquali for years, the official voice
of the SS Lazio at the Olympic Stadium. The occasion, which started on June 30, continues with
a busy schedule till July 3, and is sponsored by Roma Capitale, the tenth municipality of Rome,
the Lazio area, Coni and the Telethon basis. The latter, on July 2 and three, in the space
adjoining to the camps arrange in the Pinetina Beach Village, is organizing a fundraiser: it
would assist encourage analysis in opposition to uncommon ailments

